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ABSTRACT
The present disclosure relates to systems and methods for automatically optimizing a reporting architecture of an application. In one implementation, a system for automatically optimizing a reporting architecture of an application may include a memory storing instructions and an automata processor configured to execute the instructions. The instructions may include identifying one or more state transition elements in the application; determining if two or more state transition elements have disjoint character sets; grouping two or more state transition elements having disjoint character sets into one or more groups; merging state transition elements included in the one or more groups; and outputting a merged report configured for disambiguation on a second processor.

11 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets
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This invention was made with government support under Grant No. HR001-13-3-0002 awarded by the Department of Defense/Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). The government has certain rights in the invention.

TECHNICAL FIELD

This disclosure relates generally to automata processors. More specifically, and without limitation, this disclosure relates to systems and methods for automatically optimizing a reporting architecture of an application for an automata processor.

BACKGROUND

Automata processing—that is, execution of a task graph on a string of global input signals—permits computation to be performed using a set of states and transition rules or functions. Automata processing offers significant advantages over the widely-used object-oriented programming. In particular, automata processing is more adapted for parallelism in general and toward solving problems similar to Markov algorithms in specific.

Furthermore, automata processing offers performance potential beyond traditional von Neumann architecture. Traditional von Neumann architecture suffers from a bottleneck because the instruction storage and data storage share a common bus. Multithreading and multiprocessing, while increasing the computing speed of the Central Processing Unit (CPU), also worsen this bottleneck, which prevents full performance gains from being realized.

Some automata processors are gaining in commercial popularity. For example, Micron’s Automata Processor consists of a reconfigurable fabric of automata processing elements implemented in a dynamic random-access memory process. Each element is then laid out spatially on the reconfigurable fabric rather than temporally, as in traditional von Neumann architecture. Field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) also may be configured to function as an automata processor.

Nevertheless, automata processors still contain performance bottlenecks for certain applications. For example, the reporting architecture or driver overhead of the automata processor may degrade optimal performance. Accordingly, there is a need for optimization techniques that allow more of the potential performance gain of automata processors to be realized.

SUMMARY

At present, spatial reconfigurable automata processors have a reporting architecture that functions as a performance bottleneck for applications that report frequently. The disclosed systems and methods merge disjoint character reporting elements in an application, thereby optimizing the performance of the application on the reporting architecture. Thus, if an application for an automata processor is optimized according to the embodiments of the present disclosure, the application may exhibit increased performance as compared to the non-optimized application. In addition, one or more optimized reporting methods implemented by the disclosed systems and methods could be implemented directly in the application when the application is first developed.

Certain embodiments of the present disclosure relate to systems and methods for automatically optimizing a reporting architecture of an application for an automata processor. Advantageously, this optimization may overcome a bottleneck unique to spatial reconfigurable automata processors and may allow for larger efficiency gains over von Neumann architecture to be realized.

According to an exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure, a system for automatically optimizing automata graphs for applications on spatial reconfigurable automata processors is described. The system may include a memory storing instructions and a automata processor configured to execute the instructions. The instructions may include identifying one or more state transition elements in the application. State transition elements (STEs) may compute a matching rule and broadcast the Boolean result to child elements.

The instructions may further include determining if two or more state transition elements have disjoint character sets. For example, disjoint character sets may have no elements in either character set in common. The instructions may further include grouping two or more state transition elements having disjoint character sets into one or more groups. The instructions may further include merging state transition elements included in one or more groups. For example, merging state transition elements may include any technique for considering reporting elements identical, such as wiring their output to the same port, installing OR gates configured to merge reports from one or more groups of STEs, installing child STEs configured to merge reports from one or more parent STEs, etc. Herein, “OR” gates refer to logic gates that return true when at least one Boolean input of a plurality of Boolean inputs is true. Logic gates may be physically installed within the automata processor (e.g., with additional circuits) or programmed within the automata processor (e.g., by adjusting the reconfigurable fabric). The instructions may further include outputting a merged report configured for disambiguation on a second processor.

According to a further exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure, a method for automatically optimizing automata graphs for applications on a spatial reconfigurable automata processor is described. The method may include identifying one or more state transition elements in the application. State transition elements (STEs) may compute a matching rule and broadcast the Boolean result to child elements. The method may further include determining if two or more STEs have disjoint character sets. For example, disjoint character sets may have no elements in their respective character sets in common. The method may further include grouping two or more STEs having disjoint character sets into one or more groups. The method may further include merging STEs included in one or more groups. For example, merging STEs may include any technique for considering reporting elements identical, such as wiring their output to the same port, installing OR gates configured to merge reports from one or more groups of STEs, installing child STEs configured to merge reports from one or more parent STEs, etc. The method may further include outputting a merged report configured for disambiguation on a second processor.

According to a further exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure, a method for automatically reporting disjoint character sets in an application is described. The method may include determining if a group of STEs in the application having disjoint character sets has been activated.
by a triggering input. STEs may compute a matching rule and broadcast the Boolean result to child elements. When the Boolean result is true (i.e., 1), the STE may be described as activated, and any child elements of the STE may also be described as enabled. STEs with disjoint character sets may compute matching rules based on character sets with no element in common. The method may further include receiving the triggering input. The method may further include determining which set of the disjoint character sets matches the triggering input. For example, the triggering input may indicate which STE in the group of STEs was activated. The method may further include disambiguating the report based on the set matching the triggering input.

Additional objects and advantages of the present disclosure will be set forth in part in the following detailed description, and in part will be obvious from the description, or may be learned by practice of the present disclosure. The objects and advantages of the present disclosure will be realized and attained by means of the elements and combinations particularly pointed out in the appended claims.

It is to be understood that the foregoing general description and the following detailed description are exemplary and explanatory only, and are not restrictive of the disclosed embodiments.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The accompanying drawings, which comprise a part of this specification, illustrate several embodiments and, together with the description, serve to explain the disclosed principles. In the drawings:

FIG. 1 (prior art) is a depiction of an exemplary class hierarchy of functions for an automata processor.

FIG. 2 (prior art) is a depiction of an exemplary logic cell for use in an automata processor built using field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs).

FIG. 3 (prior art) is a depiction of an exemplary reporting architecture for an automata processor.

FIG. 4 is a flowchart of an exemplary method for automatically optimizing a reporting architecture of an application for an automata processor.

FIG. 5 is a flowchart of an exemplary method for automatically reporting disjoint character sets in an application for an automata processor.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The disclosed embodiments relate to systems and methods for automatically optimizing a reporting architecture of an application for an automata processor. Embodiments of the present disclosure may be implemented in a commercial automata processor, e.g., FPGAs or Micron's Automata Processor, or may be implemented in a comparable processor capable of executing non-deterministic finite automata (NFA).

Advantageously, embodiments of the present disclosure may allow for increasing the reporting efficiency of an application designed for running on an automata processor. Additionally, embodiments of the present disclosure may allow for greater realization of the potential efficiency gains of automata processors over typical von Neumann architecture.

According to an aspect of the present disclosure, an automata processor may receive an application. The application may be written in a general computing language, for example, Verilog or VHDL. The application may further use a processor-specific software development kit (SDK). In other embodiments, the automata processor may include the application as a circuit within the processor. In such embodiments, the automata processor may include an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) or other integrated circuit(s) (IC(s)) programmable with one or more hardware description languages (HDLs), such as Verilog or VHDL.

In some embodiments, the application may represent one or more non-deterministic finite automata (NFA). An NFA may, for example, be represented formally by a 5-tuple (Q, Σ, Δ, q0, F). The 5-tuple may consist of:

- a finite set of states Q
- a finite set of input symbols Σ
- a transition function Δ: Q × Σ → P(Q)
- an initial (or start) state q0 ∈ Q
- a set of states F distinguished as accepting (or final) states FEQ.

In certain aspects, the one or more NFA may include one or more deterministic finite automata (DFA). A DFA may, for example, be represented formally by a 5-tuple, (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F). The 5-tuple may consist of:

- a finite set of states Q
- a finite set of input symbols (some called the alphabet Σ)
- a transition function δ: Q × Σ → Q
- an initial (or start) state q0 ∈ Q
- a set of accepting (or final) states FEQ.

DFA are a subset of NFA in that the non-deterministic transition functions of NFA may be converted into one or more deterministic transition functions of DFA using powerset construction. Because powerset construction requires determining the reachable subset of all states within an n-state NFA, a DFA produced by powerset construction may have, at most, 2^n states. Therefore, the performance of a DFA may be exponentially worse than a corresponding NFA. Advantageously, automata processors may be adapted to execute NFA without converting to DFA and therefore may realize potentially exponential performance gains over DFA processors (e.g., traditional von Neumann architecture).

In some embodiments, the automata processor may include and/or have an operable connection with at least one memory. For example, the at least one memory may include dynamic random-access memory. The memory may store the application to be executed on the automata processor. Furthermore, the memory may store additional methods, including the optimization methods disclosed below.

In some embodiments, the automata processor may include and/or have an operable connection with at least one PCI Express (PCIe) bus. Advantageously, a PCIe bus may allow the automata processor to have an operable connection with a general-purpose computer, e.g., a conventional server. According to an aspect of the present disclosure, the automata processor may identify one or more state transition elements (STE s) in the application. An STE may store a character set that may represent all possible input symbols the STE matches against. In addition, an STE may examine a global input symbol and define a Boolean activation function as whether or not the global input symbol is contained in the character set. Generally, an STE may be described as "activated" when its match rule is satisfied. Herein, the term "match rule" may refer to a Boolean match operation like perfect match operator (e.g., two strings perfectly match when both strings have equivalent characters in equivalent locations) or an inclusive match operator (e.g., two strings match if one is a subset of the other). In addition, the term "match rule" may refer to the Boolean output of whether a similarity threshold is met; for example,
the similarity between two strings may be quantified using one or more known algorithms like Damerau-Levenshtein distance or Jaccard index. For example, an STE may be configured to report on activation and thereby produce a 1-bit output.

According to an aspect of the present disclosure, the automata processor determines if two or more of the identified STEs have disjoint character sets. For example, two characters sets may be disjoint when the sets have no common members—e.g., the character set “EQ1095” and the character set “TP3682” are disjoint while the character set “FP901” and the character set “GP239” are not disjoint on account of “P” and “9” being common to both sets.

According to an aspect of the present disclosure, the automata processor may group two or more of the STEs determined to have disjoint character sets into one or more groups. For example, the automata processor may determine that a first STE, a second STE, and a third STE have disjoint character sets and group them into group A and may further determine that a fourth STE and a fifth STE have disjoint character sets and group them into group B. By way of further example, a first STE may have character set “EQ1095” and a second STE may have character set “TP3682” and the automata processor may place these two STEs in a first group; similarly, a third STE may have character set “FP901” and a fourth STE may have character set “GE234” and the automata processor may place these two STEs in a second group. The automata processor will not create a group containing the first STE with either the third STE or the fourth STE since they are not disjoint, and the automata processor will not create a group containing the second STE with either the third STE or the fourth STE since they are also not disjoint.

According to an aspect of the present disclosure, the automata processor may merge STEs included in the one or more groups. In some embodiments, merging may include any method to consider the reporting signals of all STEs in the group identical, such as installing OR gates configured to merge reports from the STEs included in the one or more groups. For example, in a group containing a first STE with a first character set and a second STE with a second character set, the OR gate will combine the Boolean outputs of the first STE and the second STE to generate a joint report. By way of further example, if a global input contained “GE234” and if a group contained a first STE having character set “Q1095” and a second STE having character set “GE234” then the OR gate may combine the output of 0 (false) from the first STE with the output of 1 (true) from the second STE to generate a merged output of 1 (true).

In other embodiments, merging may include adding one or more STEs. In such embodiments, the one or more STEs may be children of the one or more groups and may be configured to merge reports from the one or more parents. Preferably, the one or more child STEs are further configured to report every cycle and to disambiguate the report generated by the one or more parents. For example, in a group containing a first STE with a first character set and a second STE with a second character set, the child STE will activate if either the first STE or the second STE is activated and will consider the global input against both the first character set and the second character set. By way of further example, if a global input contained “GE234” and if a group contained a first STE having character set “Q1095” and a second STE having character set “GE234” then the group would activate and the child STE would compare the global input (“GE234”) against the first character set (“Q1095”) and the second character set (“GE234”) in order to disambiguate which parent STE in the group caused the child STE to activate.

According to an aspect of the present disclosure, the automata processor may output a merged report configured for disambiguation on a second processor. For example, the report may include the merged Boolean output and the global input such that the second processor may determine which STE in the group caused the activation. In some embodiments, the second processor may comprise a traditional von Neumann architecture.

By way of further example, if a global input contained “GE234” and if a group contained a first STE having character set “Q1095” and a second STE having character set “GE234” then the OR gate would output 1 (true) and the second processor would compare the global input (“GE234”) against the first character set (“Q1095”) and the second character set (“GE234”) in order to disambiguate which parent STE in the group caused the OR gate to output 1 (true).

According to another embodiment of the present disclosure, an application designed for execution by an automata processor may include a method for automatically reporting disjoint character sets. In some aspects, the method may include determining if a group of state transition elements (STE) in the application having disjoint character sets has been activated by a triggering input. STEs may compute the result of applying a matching rule to a global input and broadcast the Boolean result to child elements. An STE may be described as activated when the Boolean result is true (i.e., 1), and any child elements of the STE may also be described as enabled. STEs with disjoint character sets compute matching rules based on character sets that have no element in common.

According to an aspect of the present disclosure, the method may further include receiving a triggering input. The triggering input may be the global input because an STE generally compares the global input against the character set of the STE.

According to an aspect of the present disclosure, the method may further include determining which set of the disjoint character sets matches the triggering input. For example, the triggering input may be the global input and may indicate which STE in the group of STEs was activated. By way of further example, if the global input contained “GE234” and if the group contained a first STE having character set “Q1095” and a second STE having character set “GE234” then the group would activate and the global input (“GE234”) would be compared to the first character set (“Q1095”) and the second character set (“GE234”) in order to determine which character set matches the triggering input.

According to an aspect of the present disclosure, the method may further include disambiguating the report based on the set matching the triggering input. For example, if the triggering input contained “GE234” and was compared to a first character set “Q1095” and a second character set “GE234,” then a report generated by a group having a first STE with character set “Q1095” and a second STE with character set “GE234” could be disambiguated.

Reference will now be made in detail to exemplary embodiments and aspects of the present disclosure, examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings.

FIG. 1 is a depiction of an exemplary class hierarchy of 100 functions for an automata processor. Hierarchy 100 is
well-known in the art. As depicted in FIG. 1, hierarchy 100 may be a hierarchy of elements 101.

As further depicted in FIG. 1, elements 101 may comprise special elements 103 and state transition elements (STEs) 105. STEs 105 may compute the result of applying a matching rule to a global input and broadcast the Boolean result to child elements. Special elements 103 may include all elements that compute results based on activation symbols rather than the global input.

As further depicted in FIG. 1, special elements 103 may comprise gates 107 and counters 109. Counters 109 may store a number and increment said number whenever one or more parent elements are activated. Counters 109 may further activate when said number reaches a threshold. Gates 107 may include logic gates such as NOT (shown as 115), AND (shown as 111), OR (shown as 113), XOR (not shown), NAND (not shown), NOR (not shown), or XNOR (not shown). Gates 107 may further include compound logic gates (not shown), such as AND-OR-Invert (AOI) or OR-AND-Invert (OAI).

FIG. 2 is a depiction of an exemplary logic cell 200 for use in an automata processor built using field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). Logic cell 200 is well-known in the art and may comprise a logic block in combination. (An array of logic blocks may comprise an FPGA.)

As depicted in FIG. 2, logic cell 200 may include two 3-input lookup tables (LUTs)—for example, 3-input LUTs 201a and 201b. Inputs 203a, 203b, and 203c may each be input into LUT 201a and LUT 201b. Input 203d may be input into multiplexer 205. The outputs of LUT 201a and LUT 201b may also be input in multiplexer 205.

As further depicted in FIG. 2, logic cell 200 may also include full adder 207. Full adder 207 may add the outputs of LUT 201a and LUT 201b as input and may also accept carry-in Cn and carry-out Cout. The output of full adder 207 and the output of multiplexer 205 may be input into multiplexer 209.

As further depicted in FIG. 2, the output of multiplexer 209 may be input into D-type flip-flop 211. Clock signal CLK may synchronize flip-flop 211. The output of multiplexer 209 and the output of flip-flop 211 may be input into multiplexer 213. Output 215 may comprise the output of multiplexer 213.

One skilled in the art may modify logic cell 200 and/or bundle one or more logic cells together to form a logic block. Moreover, one skilled in the art may form an array from a plurality of logic blocks. An FPGA may comprise a plurality of logic blocks, but one skilled in the art may add additional components, such as one or more transceivers, one or more processor cores, one or more Ethernet MACs, one or more PCI/PCI Express controllers, or one or more external memory controllers.

FIG. 3 is a depiction of an exemplary reporting architecture 300 for an automata processor. Architecture 300 is well-known in the art. For example, architecture 300 may be included in commercial automata processors such as Micron’s Automata Processor.

As depicted in FIG. 3, architecture 300 may include two half-cores—for example, half-cores 301 and 303. Half-cores 301 and 303 may each include three reporting regions—for example, half-core 301 includes reporting regions 305a, 305b, and 305c, and half-core 303 includes reporting regions 307a, 307b, and 307c. Each reporting region may include one or more elements of an application. For example, in Micron’s Automata Processor, each reporting region may include up to 1,024 different elements each outputting a single-bit report and may record the single-bit reports into a single-cycle report vector.

As further depicted in FIG. 3, each reporting region may have a corresponding first-level storage buffer—for example, region 305a has buffer 309a, region 305b has buffer 309b, region 305c has buffer 309c, region 307a has buffer 311a, region 307b has buffer 311b, and region 307c has buffer 311c. For example, in Micron’s Automata Processor, each first-level storage buffer may store up to 1,024 reporting vectors.

As further depicted in FIG. 3, the first-level storage buffers may export to one or more second-level storage buffers—for example, first-level buffers 309a, 309b, 309c, 311a, 311b, and 311c export to second-level buffers 313a and 313b. Preferably, buffers 313a and 313b may form a double-buffered structure—for example, if second-level buffer 313a is exporting, first-level buffers 309a, 309b, 309c, 311a, 311b, and 311c may continue to export to second-level buffer 313b.

As depicted in FIG. 3, second-level buffers 313a and 313b may export to external memory interface 315. For example, interface 315 may comprise a DDR3 memory interface. One skilled in the art may modify architecture 300 to include additional buffers, additional memory interfaces, etc.

FIG. 4 is a flowchart of an exemplary method 400 for automatically optimizing a reporting architecture of an application for an automata processor. Method 400 may be implemented using an automata processor. Alternatively, a general purpose or special-purpose computer using von Neumann architecture may be used to implement method 400.

At step 410, the automata processor may identify one or more state transition elements (STEs) in the application. For example, each STE may store a character set that represents all possible input symbols the STE matches against and may define a Boolean activation function as whether or not a global input symbol is contained in the character set.

At step 420, the automata processor may determine if two or more of the identified STEs have disjoint character sets. For example, two character sets may be disjoint when the sets have no common members—e.g., the character set “FT90” and the character set “GH1234” are disjoint while the character set “FT90” and the character set “GH1234” are not disjoint on account of “9” being common to both sets.

At step 430, the automata processor may group two or more of the STEs determined to have disjoint character sets into one or more groups. For example, if the automata processor identifies a first STE having character set “FT90”, a second STE having character set “GH1234”, a third STE having character set “ZP5678”, and a fourth STE having character set “KG09876” then the automata processor may determine that the first, second, and third STE have disjoint character sets and group these three STEs together. In the same example, the automata processor may determine that the fourth STE is not disjoint with the first STE, the second STE, or the third STE and thus may not include the fourth STE in the group.

At step 440, the automata processor may merge the STEs included in the one or more groups. In some embodiments, merging may include wiring the outputs of each STE to the same output report port, or explicitly installing OR gates configured to merge reports from the STEs included in the one or more groups. For example, if a global input contained “GH1234” and if a group contained a first STE having character set “FT90” and a second STE having character set “GH1234” then the OR gate may combine the output of 0
(false) from the first STE with the output of 1 (true) from the second STE to generate a merged output of 1 (true).

In other embodiments, merging may include adding one or more STEs. For example, the one or more STEs may be children of the one or more groups and may be configured to merge reports from the one or more parents.

At step 450, the automata processor may output a merged report configured for disambiguation on a second processor. For example, the report may include the merged Boolean output and the global input such that the second processor may determine which STE in the group caused the activation. In some embodiments, the second processor may comprise a traditional von Neumann architecture.

For example, if a global input contained “GH1234” and if a group contained a first STE having character set “IT90” and a second STE having character set “GH1234” then the OR gate would output 1 (true) and the second processor would compare the global input (“GH1234”) against the first character set (“IT90”) and the second character set (“GH1234”) in order to disambiguate which parent STE in the group caused the OR gate to output 1 (true).

Fig. 5 is a flowchart of an exemplary method 500 for automatically disambiguating a merged report from an application on an automata processor. Method 500 may be implemented using a traditional von Neumann processor.

"ZW305" and if the group contained a first STE having character set “XY697” and a second STE having character set “ZW305,” then the group would activate and the global input (“ZW305”) would be compared to the first character set (“XY697”) and the second character set (“ZW305”) in order to determine which character set matches the triggering input.

At step 540, the processor may disambiguate the report based on the set matching the triggering input. For example, if the triggering input contained “ZW305” and was compared to a first character set “XY697” and a second character set “ZW305,” then a report generated by a group having a first STE with character set “XY697” and a second STE with character set “ZW305” could be disambiguated.

EXAMPLE

Multiple simulations were developed and run in order to demonstrate potential efficiency gains by using the disclosed methods for automatically optimizing a reporting architecture of an application. The simulation used the disclosed methods as described in the example pseudocode below:

```plaintext
input : set E of element objects representing an NFA
input : set R \subseteq E of reporting STE element objects
input : function Parents returns input connections to given element
input : function Children returns output connections from given element
input : function Matches returns char set of matching input stimuli for an STE element
output : An NFA with reports merged (set of element objects)
1. foreach element r \in R do
2. if Children(r) > 0 then
3. continue
4. end
5. element sink: STE matching all inputs;
6. Parents(sink) \leftarrow \{r\};
7. E \leftarrow E \cup \{sink\};
8. R \leftarrow R \setminus \{r\};
9. char set match \leftarrow Matches(r);
10. foreach element r \in R do
11. if Children(r) > 0 then
12. continue
13. end
14. if match \cap Matches(r) == 0 then
15. Parents(sink) \leftarrow Parents(sink) \cup \{r\};
16. R \leftarrow R \setminus \{r\};
17. end
18. end
19. R \leftarrow R \cup \{sink\};
20. end
21. return E
```

At step 510, the processor may determine if a group of state transition elements (STEs) in the application having disjoint character sets has been activated. For example, the group of STEs may be activated by a triggering input (also termed the "global input"). The group of STEs may be described as activated because the combined Boolean result of the included matching rules is true (i.e., 1). Two character sets may be disjoint when the sets have no common members—e.g., the character set “ZW305” and the character set “XY697” are disjoint while the character set “ZW305” and the character set “XY509” are not disjoint on account of ‘5’ and ‘0’ being common to both sets.

At step 520, the processor may receive the triggering input. At step 530, the automata processor may determine which set of the disjoint character sets matches the triggering input. For example, if the global input contained

All simulations were performed using the Virtual Automata Simulator (VASSim). VASSim is an open source application for simulating execution of applications on automata processors.

The optimization methods disclosed herein were tested on applications contained within the ANML Zoo automata processing benchmark suite. The reference Wadden et al., “ANML zool: a benchmark suite for exploring bottlenecks in automata processing engines and architectures,” 2016 IEEE International Symposium on Workload Characterization, is incorporated herein by reference for its disclosure of the ANML Zoo suite.

The optimization methods disclosed herein resulted in projected efficiency gains as high as 27.17%; however, the projected efficiency was application-specific. Table 1 shows the results of this example for benchmark applications in the
studying the present disclosure, it is not desired to limit the disclosure to the exact construction and operation illustrated and described, and accordingly, all suitable modifications and equivalents may be resorted to, falling within the scope of the disclosure.

Other embodiments will be apparent from consideration of the specification and practice of the embodiments disclosed herein. It is intended that the specification and examples be considered as example only, with a true scope and spirit of the disclosed embodiments being indicated by the following claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A system for automatically optimizing automata graphs for applications on spatial reconfigurable automata processors, comprising:
   a memory storing instructions; and
   an automata processor configured to execute the instructions to:
   identify one or more state transition elements in the application;
   determine if two or more state transition elements have disjoint character sets;
   group two or more state transition elements having disjoint character sets into one or more groups;
   activate one or more state transition elements in response to a Damua-Levenshtein distance of a global input and the one or more state transition element being less than a threshold;
   merge activation states of the state transition elements included in the one or more groups; and
   output a merged report configured for disambiguation on a second processor.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the instructions to merge state transition elements comprise installing OR gates configured to combine two or more reports from state transition elements included in the one or more groups.

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the instructions to merge state transition elements comprise adding one or more child elements to the one or more groups configured to combine two or more reports from state transition elements included in the one or more groups.

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the instructions to merge state transition elements comprise wiring the outputs of at least one group of the one or more groups to a single report port of the automata processor.

5. The system of claim 1, wherein the automata processor comprises one or more field-programmable gate arrays.

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the automata processor comprises a Micron Automata Processor.

7. A method for automatically optimizing automata graphs for applications on a spatial reconfigurable automata processor, comprising:
   identifying one or more state transition elements in the application;
   determining if two or more state transition elements have disjoint character sets;
   grouping two or more state transition elements having disjoint character sets into one or more groups;
   activating one or more state transition elements in response to a Jaccard index of a global input and the one or more state transition element exceeding a threshold;
   merging activation states of the state transition elements included in the one or more groups; and
   outputting a merged report configured for disambiguation on a second processor.

The foregoing description has been presented for purposes of illustration. It is not exhaustive and is not limited to precise forms or embodiments disclosed. Modifications and adaptations of the embodiments will be apparent from consideration of the specification and practice of the disclosed embodiments.

Moreover, while illustrative embodiments have been described herein, the scope includes any and all embodiments having equivalent elements, modifications, omissions, combinations (e.g., aspects across various embodiments), adaptations and/or alterations based on the present disclosure. The elements in the claims are to be interpreted broadly based on the language employed in the claims and not limited to examples described in the present specification or during the prosecution of the application, which examples are to be construed as nonexclusive. Further, the steps of the disclosed methods can be modified in any manner, including reordering steps and/or inserting or deleting steps.

Instructions or operational steps stored by a computer-readable medium may be in the form of computer programs, program modules, or codes. As described herein, computer programs, program modules, and code based on the written description of this specification, such as those used by the processor, are readily within the purview of a software developer. The computer programs, program modules, or code can be created using a variety of programming techniques. For example, they can be designed in or by means of Verilog Hardware Description Language, VHDL Hardware Description Language, or any such programming languages. One or more of such programs, modules, or code can be integrated into a device system or existing communications software. The programs, modules, or code can also be implemented or replicated as firmware or circuit logic.

The features and advantages of the disclosure are apparent from the detailed specification, and thus, it is intended that the appended claims cover all systems and methods falling within the true spirit and scope of the disclosure. As used herein, the indefinite articles "a" and "an" mean "one or more." Similarly, the use of a plural term does not necessarily denote a plurality unless it is unambiguous in the given context. Words such as "and" or "or" mean "and/or" unless specifically directed otherwise. Further, since numerous modifications and variations will readily occur from
8. The method of claim 7, wherein merging state transition elements comprises installing OR gates configured to combine two or more reports from state transition elements included in the one or more groups.

9. The method of claim 7, wherein merging state transition elements comprises adding one or more child elements to the one or more groups configured to combine two or more reports from state transition elements included in the one or more groups.

10. The system of claim 1, wherein merging state transition elements comprises wiring the outputs of at least one group of the one or more groups to a single report port of the automata processor.

11. A method for automatically disambiguating a merged report from an application on automata processor, comprising:
   determining if a group of state transition elements in the application having disjoint character sets has been activated by a triggering input based on a comparison between a threshold and a Damerau-Levenshtein distance of a global input and at least one state transition element of the group;
   receiving the triggering input;
   determining which set of the disjoint character sets matches the triggering input; and
   disambiguating the report based on the set matching the triggering input.